Introduction
We have initiated this study in the context of our continuing interest in the rotational Zeeman effect of substituted aromatic six-membered rings f 1. 2, 3, 4] , Accurate structural information is a prerequisite, if one wants to further evaluate the information contained in the measured molecular g-and ^-tensor elements [5] .
The rotational spectrum of the most abundant isotopomer of 1,2,3-trifluorobenzene has been carefully reassigned just recently [6] , In the following we report our results for the four monosubstituted l? Cisotopomers. All spectra were observed in natural abundance by pulsed nozzle molecular beam Fourier transform microwave spectroscopy (MB-FTMW).
Combined with the results for the most abundant isotopomer, a set of effectively ten rotational constants is now available for this presumably planar molecule. If a planar equilibrium geometry with C2v-symmetry is assumed, eleven internal coordinates (bond angles and bond distances) are sufficient for a complete description of the molecular structure. In other words, the present experimental data should allow for an almost complete r 0 -structure [7] determination. Correlations however reduce the number of determinable parameters to seven (see below).
Experimental Details
The sample of 1,2,3-trifluorobenzene (98 % purity) was purchased from Lancaster Synthesis GmbH, Mülheim am Main. It was used after several bulb to bulb distillations without further purification. To observe the spectrum we used our MB-MWFT spectrometer, originally designed for trace gas detection [8] . The spectrometer was improved to include automatic scanning capabilities. The present setup is given in detail in [9, 10] . In Fig. 1 we present a 135 MHz section out of a larger scan.
Trifluorobenzene was deluted (1 %) in argon as carrier gas. The backing pressure was kept below 50 kPa (0.5 atm). Such a comparatively low backing pressure reduces the probability of van der Waals complex formation. The parallel beam arrangement (compare Fig. 2 ) was used. Due to the large interaction zone in the cavity resonator, this arrangement, which was first introduced by Grabow [11, 12] , gives considerably higher sensitivity and resolution than the original Flygare-Balle perpendicular beam arrangement [13], The spectrometer not only is extremely sensitive but, since high-7 transitions can be virtually suppressed. it is also ideally suited for the analysis and for the assignment of otherwise dense rotational spectra. The reason for the lack of high-/ transitions is twofold. First, due to the very effective rotational cooling in the expansion zone immediately downstream of the nozzle, only low-/ rotational states are populated at all. Second, since the different M-states within a higher-/ rotational transition are polarized at different speeds according to their different dipole matrix elements, M-dephasing during excitation leads to an additional drop in the intensity of high-/ free induction decay signals. With increasing /-values the latter effect becomes more and more important, since more M-substates contribute to the corresponding emission signal. To summarize: by the proper choice of the backing pressure (-> cooling) and the duration of the polarizing pulse (-> dephasing) the spectrometer can be set to conditions under which only the lowest rotational transitions are observed. This considerably facilitates the assignment.
Assignment of the l 3 C-Spectra
Based on the results of an earlier investigation of 1,2-difluorobenzene, 1,2,4-trifluorobenzene, and 1,2,3,5-tetrafluorobenzene [14, 15] , we were able to predict the low-/ transition frequencies of the four mono-13 C-substituted 1,2,3-trifluorobenzenes within better than 1 MHz. All could be observed with sufficient signal to noise ratios. As an example we present a high resolution mode registration of the JL K , -J'l,, K " -2-> 0 -In rotational transition of a c a c l,2,3-trifluorobenzenei:, C3 in Figure 3 . This transition is also included in the broad band scan presented as Figure 1 . Spin-rotation coupling splitting caused by the F-and H-nuclei is still below the resolution of the instrument. The observed doublet splitting is caused by the Doppler-effect. (In the parallel beam arrangement the front mirror of the cavity detects a blue-shifted, the rear mirror a red-shifted molecular emission signal and the splitting carries information on the beam velocity. In our case, with argon as carrier gas, the beam velocity was around 560 m/s.)
In Table 1 we list part of the observed transition frequencies. The complete frequency listings are available from the authors. Typically they include about 30 transition frequencies for each isotopomer but for the remaining transitions the rotational quantum numbers are not always the same for all isotopic species. 
Derivation of the Molecular Structure
The analysis of the spectra was carried out using Typke's ZFAP4 program (version 4.7) [ 16], This program is based on Watson's Hamiltonian [17] and accounts for fourth order centrifugal corrections to the rigid rotor frequencies. In the present case, Watson's asymmetric top reduction was used in the III' representation. The corresponding effective Hamiltonian is H =A P: + B Pr + C P:
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As can be seen from Table 1 . the agreement between experimental and calculated frequencies is better than 1 kHz for the low-J-transitions observed here. This results in 7-digit accuracies for the rotational constants. They are presented in Table 2 together with the fourth order centrifugal distortion constants.
a) Introductory Remarks
The observed effective rotational constants carry information on the molecular geometry. To a high degree of approximation they correspond to vibrational expectation values of the principal moments of inertia [7] :
(m n = atomic mass of the /Mh atom; a,, n . b un , c l , n its coordinates with respect to the principal inertia as power series in the vibrational quantum numbers (see [7] , Chapt. XIII, 6):
given by
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In the first approach the internal coordinates were directly fitted to the rotational constants. This approach leads to a so called r 0 -structure [7] . The second approach, first introduced by the Zürich group [18], involves fits to the differences between observed rotational constants. Specifically, in the second approach, the structural parameters were fitted to the rotational constants of the most abundant isotopomer (the parent molecule) and to the differences between the rotational constants of the l3 C-isotopomers and the parent molecule, i. e. to the Q-corrections will partly cancel and the differences in the effective rotational constants will come closer to the differences in the equilibrium values. As a consequence, the second approach may be expected to lead to structural parameters which come closer to the equilibrium values.
b) Results and Discussion
The fits of the internal coordinates to the observed rotational constants were carried out with Volker Typkes program MWSTR1. For the underlying theory compare [18] . If C2 V -symmetry is assumed, the structure of 1,2,3-trifluorobenzene may be described by 11 internal coordinates. Because of correlations, only 7 internal coordinates could be fitted simultaneously, i. e. we had to impose 4 constraints. They were chosen as follows: Table 3 . Fit 1. Structural parameters of 1.2,3-trifluorobenzene derived by the fit to the rotational constants of the parent molecule within the rigid rotor model (partial r 0 -structure). Fit 2. Structural parameters derived by the fit to the rotational constants of the parent molecule and to the differences between the rotational constants of the parent molecule and the rotational constants of the l3 C -isotopomers (hybrid between a partial restructure and a restructure). 118.680 118.687 C(4)C(5)C (6) 120.892 120.768
118.093 118.268 F (1 /3,C (1 /3,C (4/6) 120.409 120.121 The third constraint, i. e. the 0.005 A difference between the CF-bonds, was imposed in view of the earlier results obtained for related compounds by Jochims [14] and Stiefvater [19] . It is also in accordance with the results of an ab initio SCF/HF/6-311G equilibrium structure calculation with the GAUS-SIAN 92 program package [20] . Such a calculation predicts a 0.005 A difference for the equilibrium values. The fourth constraint was imposed in view of Stiefvaters results obtained for 1,2-difluorobenzene and 1,3-difiuorobenzene. We simply assumed that the H(4/6)C(4/6)C(5/5) bond angle may be approximated as the average of the corresponding values observed in ortho-and meta-difluorobenzene.
In Table 3 and Fig. 4 we present the results of our fits. The differences between the values in the first 
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